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Routing to Multi-Instantiated Destinations:
Principles and Applications

J.J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves
Palo Alto Research Center, Palo Alto, CA 94304

Computer Engineering Department, University of California at Santa Cruz, CA 95064

Abstract—Prior solutions for routing to multi-instantiated
destinations (e.g., Internet multicasting and anycasting, and
routing in information centric networks) simply adapt existing
routing algorithms designed for single-instance destinations, or
rely on flooding techniques. As a result, they are unnecessarily
complex and incur excessive overhead. A new approach for
routing to multi-instantiated destinations is introduced, and
MIDR (Multiple Instance Destination Routing) is presented as an
example of the approach. MIDR uses only distance information
to multi-instantiated destinations, without routers having to
establish overlays, know the network topology, use complete
paths to destination instances, or know about all the instances of
destinations. MIDR enables routers to maintain multiple loop-
free routes to the nearest instances of any given destination,
as well as to some or all instances of the same destination.
It is shown that MIDR provides multiple loop-free paths to
destination instances, and that is orders of magnitude more
efficient than traditional approaches based on routing to single-
instance destinations. MIDR can be used in name-based content
routing, IP unicast routing, multicasting, and anycasting.

I. INTRODUCTION

The first routing protocol for packet switching networks
can be traced back to Baran’s original design of packet
switching at the RAND Corporation in the 1960s [5]. The “hot
potato heuristic routing doctrine” described by Baran is the
first instance of distance-vector routing in which the number
of hops traversed by messages originated by destination nodes
determine the preferred paths to them over time.

The routing protocols developed for early public data
networks and the ARPANET in the 1960s and 70s also
assumed that destination nodes advertise either distances to
themselves or adjacent links to the rest of the network. The
distributed algorithms used as part of these protocols were
more efficient than Baran’s proposal; they consisted of either
a distributed version of the Bellman-Ford algorithm using
vectors of distances, or Dijkstra’s shortest-path-first algorithm
using flooding of link-state updates [46].

The routing protocols developed for the Internet for routing
within autonomous systems [35] (e.g., RIP and OSPF) evolved
directly from the early routing protocols designed for the
ARPANET; and BGP [35] supports routing across autonomous
systems by using path information to detect loops. The key dif-
ferences between Internet routing and routing within a packet
switching network is that Internet destinations are network
address ranges, and the routers attached to a network advertise
a link, path, or distance for that network. While Internet routing
protocols must build routing tables regarding destinations that

are not routers, the distributed algorithms in which they are
based were designed assuming that destinations are nodes of
packet-switching networks. This choice seems trivial at first
glance, because a router to which a destination is attached
can report the presence of the destination. Furthermore, as
Section II summarizes, various forms of routing to multi-
instantiated destinations have been proposed or implemented
to date based on algorithms designed for routing to single-
instance destinations. Examples are multicast routing (e.g., [4],
[14]), anycasting (e.g., [3], [25], [29], [50], [56]), routing to
multi-homed networks in BGP [35], and routing to replicated
content in information centric networking (ICN) architectures
(e.g., [1], [6], [52]).

Unfortunately, using algorithms designed for routing to
single-instance destinations results in unnecessary signaling
overhead and complexity, limited functionality, and in some
cases incorrect solutions. This has large implications for the
future Internet, given that the nature of Internet destinations
is shifting from individual machines to content objects that
may be replicated dynamically, services, classes of resources,
groups of things or individuals that are distributed over net-
works, and even networks that may be partitioned.

We argue that traditional notions of unicast, anycast, and
multicast routing need to be revised in favor of an integrated
framework for routing in which any destination may have
multiple instances. Section III presents such a framework. In
a nutshell, routing to multi-instantiated destinations entails es-
tablishing a lexicographic ordering of distances to destinations
in which the identifiers of the routers to which destination
instances are attached are part of the attribute set used to define
the ordering. Many concrete approaches are possible based on
this simple observation.

Section IV presents Multiple Instance Destination Routing
(MIDR) as an example. This is the first routing algorithm for
multi-instantiated destinations and uses only distance infor-
mation about destinations. MIDR also provides an integrated
approach for routing to some or all instances of a given des-
tination by building a Multiple Instance Destination Spanning
Tree (MIDST). MIDR does this without having to rely on
flooding or the pre-selection of a node as a core for a group
of destinations as it is done in receiver-initiated approaches
to multicast routing. MIDR does not require routers to know
the network topology, path information, routes to all network
sites, or all the instances of any given destination.

Section V shows that MIDR provides multiple paths to
destination instances without ever creating a routing-table loop,
that it converges to shortest paths to the nearest instances of/978-1-4799-6204-4/14$31.00 c©2014 IEEE



destinations, and that it establishes an acyclic graph to reach
some or all instances of a given destination. Section VI com-
pares the communication and time complexities of MIDR with
traditional routing approaches applied to multi-instantiated
destinations. MIDR incurs far less signaling overhead and is
much faster to converge to correct routing tables than prior
approaches, because it does not require routers to know the
network topology or all the sites where destination instances
are present. Section VII discusses how our unifying framework
for routing to multi-instantiated destinations can be applied to
improve or redefine IP routing, IP multicasting and anycasting,
and name-based content routing.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Routing Algorithms

Many routing algorithms have been developed over the
years to ensure that the distributed computations incurred in
updating all routing tables in a network with correct entries
for each destination terminate within a finite time. Examples
include: using sequence numbers to identify the most recent
update information (e.g., [7], [18], [34]), using path infor-
mation to detect or block loops (e.g., [10], [17]), or using
diffusing computations to avoid loops (e.g., [16]). In addition,
many approaches have been proposed that attain routing to
single-instance destinations over multiple paths (e.g., [32],
[37], [38], [55]). However, attaining loop-free routing does not
solve the problem of establishing valid routes to a destination
that can be replicated arbitrarily in a network. In fact, none of
the algorithms reported to date for routing to single-instance
destinations can be used without change to enforce loop-
free routing to multi-instantiated destinations. This is because
the ordering they establish with respect to each destination
inherently assumes that the destination corresponds to a single
node of the graph representing a network.

Consider as an example the loop-freedom condition defined
for sequence numbered distances. A destination j is the only
node that can increase the sequence number used to validate
reported distances to j. A router i 6= j stores the most recent
sequence number associated with j, and can select a neighbor
k as a next hop to destination j if k reports either (a) a larger
sequence number from j than i currently stores, or (b) the
same sequence number as i stores and a smaller distance to j
than i currently attains. Unfortunately, the ordering attempted
by the use of sequence numbers originated by a given instance
of j is invalidated by the existence of other instantiations of j
issuing sequence numbers independently of one another.

Similar problems exist with algorithms based on diffusing
computations or path information. Contrary to what some prior
work on anycasting has assumed [25], traditional distance-
vector routing algorithms cannot ensure correct anycasting.
Furthermore, the problem exists even when routing is based
on link-state algorithms. In this case, the multiple instances of
a given destination j appear to be a single node in a graph,
which leads to routers having inconsistent topology maps that
results in long-term or permanent loops (see Fig. 5 in [25]).

There are only three possible ways to support routing to
multi-instantiated destinations using the algorithms designed
to date for routing to single-instance destinations. The type of

approach used depends on the amount of information known
to the sources of data packets.

If sources do not know which nodes constitute instances
of the destination (i.e., a router with one or more receivers
of the multicast group attached to it), then the sources must
flood the entire network with signaling packets; this approach
has been called “sender initiated.” The opposite approach to the
above case consists of each source node knowing all the nodes
to which instances of the intended destination attach. In this
case, signaling from each destination instance must reach all
potential sources, and sources must have enough information
to compute shortest paths to all destination instances.

The alternative to the above two approaches consists of
designating a node to serve as the representative (i.e., the
address) of the set of destination instances. All nodes maintain
routes to the representative node of the multi-instantiated
destination and are also capable of learning the mapping from
the identifier of the multi-instantiated destination to the iden-
tifier of the representative node. Each node with a destination
instance establishes a route to the representative node, so that
information can flow towards that instance. A source sends
its data packets towards the representative node, and either
that node or another relay (depending on the specific solution)
ensures that the data packets are forwarded to all destination
instances based on the routes established previously.

There are three main examples of prior work on routing
to multi-instantiated destinations based on the above three
approaches: routing to all members of a multicast group
denoted by a group identifier; routing to any one member
of an anycast group; and name-based routing of content. We
summarize the prior work in each of these areas next.

B. Multicast Routing Protocols

McQuillan [33] proposed the first link-state routing ap-
proach to support multicasting. In essence, each node floods
link-state advertisements (LSA) stating the sate of adjacent
links and the existence of receivers for different multicast
groups. Given this information, each node can compute short-
est routes to all receivers of each multicast group. Multicast
OSPF [35] constitutes a more recent example of this approach.

Deering [13] described an approach to multicasting similar
to what McQuillan introduced, and also introduced a sender-
initiated approach to multicast routing based on distances.
Various approaches can be used for flooding signaling packets
from each source and for nodes with no receivers of a multicast
group to send prune messages towards sources. Examples of
this approach are ODMRP [28] and PIM dense mode [14].

The first approach for multicast routing based on represen-
tatives was introduced by Ballardi, Francis and Crowcroft [4],
and many subsequent examples have been proposed (e.g., [14],
[30], [40]). A node serves as the address of a multicast group
and is called the core of the group. Nodes maintain routes to
all network nodes and hence to all cores, and are able to learn
the mapping from the multicast group address to the address of
the core. Each receiver of a multicast group sends join requests
towards the core of the group to establish a shared multicast
tree spanning all the receivers and the core. Sources simply
send data packets towards the core, and data packets are sent
to all receivers of the multicast group over the multicast tree.



C. Anycast Routing Architectures and Protocols

McQuillan [33] was arguably the first to address routing
problems in packet switching networks associated with desti-
nations with multiple instances. He discussed the concepts of
logical addressing (which is now called anycasting), broadcast
addressing (or intelligent flooding), and group addressing
(which is now called multicasting). He also proposed ap-
proaches to handle these three addressing methods based on
the use of directory nodes supporting indirection services and
routing algorithms designed for single-instance destinations.

Interestingly, all the solutions that have been proposed for
anycasting over the years are similar in nature to McQuillan’s
original proposals, assume the use of routing algorithms de-
signed for single-instance destinations, and none of them is
able to truly address the scaling problems in anycast routing
associated with the handling of anycast addresses. Patridge et
al. [41] defined logical addressing in the context of the Internet
Protocol (IP) and called it host anycasting service.

In the application-layer anycasting approach [56], resolvers
must maintain the list of all the addresses that belong to an
anycast group and a metric database of information associated
with each anycast group member. Ballani and Francis [3]
proposed the use of an overlay of anycast proxies (AP) sharing
the same IP address, with each AP required to know all other
APs, under the assumption that only a few APs are needed
for Internet-scale operation; multiple APs act as intermediaries
between clients and anycast targets. The Global IP-Anycast
(GIA) framework [25] assumes that anycasting within domains
can be supported using traditional intra-domain routing proto-
cols and uses an on-demand query-based inter-domain routing
protocol based on broadcast signaling. IPv6 [50] provides
limited support for anycasting, in that it allows the use of
anycast addresses, but there are no known methods to support
anycast routing in a scalable manner. The i3 approach [48] to
anycasting consists of using an overlay of servers that map
identifiers to actual IP addresses, and clients contact target
destinations through the overlay; however, no new approaches
are introduced for anycast routing.

D. Name-Based Content Routing Protocols

Name resolution and routing of content are essential in
all information centric network (ICN) architectures [1], [6],
[52], and several approaches have been proposed to support
content routing based on the names of named data objects
(NDO) that may be replicated in a network. Interestingly, all
these approaches are based on algorithms designed for routing
to single-instance destinations.

Like sender-initiated approaches for multicasting, some
content routing approaches rely on flooding of content requests
to cope with the fact that nodes requesting content by name do
not know the locations if copies of content. Directed Diffusion
[22] was one of the first proposals for name-based routing
of content. Requests for named content (called interests) are
diffused throughout a sensor network, and data matching the
interests are sent back to the issuers of interests. DIRECT
[47] uses an approach similar to directed diffusion for named-
based content routing in ad hoc wireless networks subject
to connectivity disruption. Nodes use opportunistic caching
of content and flood interests persistently within and across
connected network components.

A number of approaches are based on maintaining routing
information to all replicas of content by means of path-
vector algorithms or link-state algorithms. Gritter and Cheriton
proposed the Name-Based Routing Protocol (NBRP) [20] as
an extension of BGP. The CBCB (combined broadcast and
content based) routing scheme for content-based networking
[9] is an example of content-routing similar to the receiver-
initiated approach to multicasting. CBCB consists of two com-
ponents. First, a spanning tree of the network or multiple per-
source trees based spanning the network are established. Then
publish-subscribe requests for content based on predicates are
sent between consumers and producers of content over the
tree(s) established in the network.

DONA [27] uses flat names for content and either global
or local IP addressing and routing to operate. If only local
IP routing is used, content requests (FIND messages) gather
autonomous-system (AS) path information as they are for-
warded, and responses are sent back on the reverse paths
traversed by requests. Within an AS, IP routing is used.

The routing approach in the Mobility First project [36]
requires using either network addresses or source routing or
partial source routing. Several ICN projects have adopted
content routing modalities based on the link-state routing
approach (e.g., [11], [12], [15], [23], [39], [45]). NLSR [31]
is the most recent example of name-based content routing
based on complete topology information. Routers flood link-
state advertisements (LSA) that describe the state of physical
links or the name of prefixes of content for which they have
local copies.

Some ICN projects (e.g., [42], [45]) adopt content routing
modalities based on distributed hash tables (DHT) running in
overlays over the physical infrastructure to accomplish name-
based routing. A destination is assigned a home location in
the DHT that nodes can determine by using a common hash
function from the name space of destinations to the name space
of nodes in the DHT. DHT nodes can cache known mappings
to improve efficiency, and the DHTs are built using underlying
routing protocols that discover the network topology.

III. ROUTING TO MULTI-INSTANTIATED DESTINATIONS

A multi-instantiated destination is a non-empty set of
entities denoted with the same unique identifier consisting of
a string of alphanumeric symbols. The identifier can be drawn
from a flat or hierarchical naming space and can have a fixed
length or variable length depending on the application. An
entity can be an information object or collection of objects,
a thing or class of things, a process, a service, a network, an
end system, or an intermediate system. It may be part of one
or more destinations, each denoted with a different identifier.

The objective is to support routing to multi-instantiated
destinations in a way that permanent loops are impossible, and
without each node having to flood the network, know about
all destination instances, or rely on a pre-defined representative
node. The services to be provided consist of: (a) reaching the
nearest instances of a destination, and (b) reaching a subset of
instances or all the instances of a destination.

Supporting loop-free routing to the nearest instances or
to all or some instances of multi-instantiated destinations



can be done using distance information in a manner that
scales in much the same way as routing to single-instance
destinations. Doing so requires three basic functionalities with
respect to a given destination. First, using common rules,
routers must establish lexicographic orderings with respect
to the destination instances that are nearest; different routers
may order themselves with respect to different instances.
Second, a router must report as its distance to the destination
the value of its distance to the nearest instance, and use a
common lexicographic ordering to select the nearest instance
to use. Third, routers establish a lexicographic ordering among
all destination instances to permit the selection of a single
destination instance as the root of a routing structure used for
communication with all or some instances of the destination.

Let a router that originates an advertisement for a given
destination instance that is locally available be called an an-
chor of the destination. The routing functionality summarized
above can be attained by: (a) having each router include the
identifier of the anchor corresponding to the preferred nearest
destination instance as an attribute of the distance it reports
for the destination; and (b) using loop-free routing constraints
that make use of this information to establish lexicographic
orderings to destination instances.

IV. MIDR

We describe MIDR (Multiple Instance Destination Rout-
ing) as an example of routing to multi-instantiated destinations.
The operation of MIDR assumes that each router is assigned
a unique identifier and each destination is assigned a unique
identifier. Identifiers may be hierarchical or flat, and they may
be user friendly or not. For a given router, the root anchor of a
destination is the anchor whose identifier is lexicographically
smallest among all the anchors it knows for the destination.

MIDR relies on sequence numbers created by the anchors
of destinations to determine which updates carry the most
recent information about a destination, enforce loop-free rout-
ing, and maintain a lexicographic ordering among distances
reported by different anchors of the same destination.

The lexicographic value of an identifier i is denoted by |i|.
The set consisting of router i and all its neighbor routers is
denoted by N i, it can be viewed as the neighborhood node set.
The set of next hops of router i for destination j is denoted
by Sij . If i is an anchor for destination j, then Sij = {i}. The
link from router i to router k is denoted by (i, k) and its cost
is denoted by lik. The cost of the link (i, k) is assumed to
be a positive number that can be a function of administrative
constraints and performance measurements made by router i
for the link. The specific mechanism used to update lik is
outside the scope of this paper.

A. Information Stored and Exchanged

Router i maintains four tables: (1) a link cost table (LT i)
listing the cost of the link from router i to each of its neigh-
bors; (2) a neighbor table (NT i) stating routing information
reported by each neighboring router for each destination; (3)
a routing table (RT i) that stores routing information for
each destination; and (4) a multipoint routing table (MRT i)
that stores routing information created for those destinations
requiring multipoint communication support. The entry in LT i

for link (i, k) with k ∈ N i − {i} consists of the identifier of
neighbor k and the cost of the link to it (lik).

The information stored in NT i for destination j from each
neighbor k ∈ N i consists of routing information for the nearest
anchor and the root anchor of the destination. The routing
information for the nearest anchor consists of: the distance
from router k to j (dijk); the identifier of an anchor (aijk) where
j is present, which can be i itself; and the sequence number
created by aijk for j (snijk). The routing information for the
root anchor of the destination consists of: the identifier of the
root anchor (raijk), which can be i itself; the distance from
neighbor k to that anchor (rdijk); and the sequence number
created by raijk for j (rsnijk). If i is an anchor for j, then
diji = 0 and aiji = i.

The row for destination j in RT i specifies: (1) the identifier
of j; (2) the routing update information for j (RUIij); (3) the
list of neighbors that are valid next hops (Sij), which includes
a neighbor sij that offers the shortest distance to j; and (4) an
anchor list (Aij) with a tuple for each different anchor currently
reported by neighbors in Sij . Each tuple [m, sn(m)] ∈ Aij
states the name of an anchor m and the sequence number
sn(m) reported by that anchor.

The information in RUIij consists of: (1) a flag for each
neighbor k denoting whether or not the information needs to
be sent in an update to neighbor k (upijk); (2) the distance
from i to j (dij); (3) the anchor of j that has the smallest
name among those that offer the shortest distance to j (aij);
and (4) the sequence number created by aij for j (snij).

The entry for destination j in MRT i states: the identifier of
j; the multipoint update information for destination j (MUIij);
and the list of neighbor routers that have joined the MIDST
for the destination (MIDST ij ). In turn, MUIij states: the root
anchor of j (raij), the distance to the root anchor (rdij), and
the sequence number created by raij for destination j (rsnij).

An update message sent by router i to neighbor m consists
of the identifier of router i; a message sequence number
(msni) used to identify the message; and a list of updates,
one for each destination that needs updating. An update sent
by router i for destination j (U ij ) states: The identifier of the
destination (j); the distance to j (udij); an anchor (uaij), which
may be i itself; and the sequence number created by uaij for
destination j (usnij).

Router i updates NT ijk after any input event affecting the
information stored for j from neighbor k. It updates NT ijk
with the information reported by k for j only if snijk is the
most recent sequence number known from aijk.

B. Routing to Nearest Instances of Destinations

MIDR establishes a lexicographic ordering of the distances
to any given destination reported by routers based on the
distance values, anchor identifiers, and sequence numbers
created by the anchors. Instead of remembering the most recent
sequence number for a given destination, a router maintains the
sequence numbers created by all the anchors currently reported
by its neighbors. The information about a given anchor of a
destination is deleted after a finite time that is long enough to



ensure that up-to-date information about valid anchors of the
destination is received, before anchor information is deleted.

A router can select neighbors as next hops to destinations
only if they report up-to-date information and offer shorter
distances to the destinations than the router itself, or the same
distances but have lexicographically smaller identifiers. To
address the case in which routers are unable to find viable next
hops to some destinations, anchors send updates about their
destinations periodically and increment the sequence numbers
they assign to their destinations. Let Aij be the set of anchors
known to router i for destination j. The following condition
is sufficient to ensure that no routing-table loops are formed
when routers change their next hops.

Successor-Set Ordering Condition (SOC):
Neighbor k ∈ N i can become a member of Sij (i.e., be a next
hop to destination j) if the following two statements are true:

k ∈ { v | v ∈ N i ∧ [ ∀m ∈ Ai
j ( aijv 6= m ∨ sni

jv ≥ sn(m)) ] } (1)

( dij <∞∧ [ dijk < dij ∨ ( dijk = dij ∧ |k| < |i| ) ] ) ∨ (2)

( dij =∞ ∧ dijk < dij ∧
∀v ∈ N i − {k}( ( dijk + lik < dijv + liv ) ∨

( dijk + lik = dijv + liv ∧ |k| < |v| ) )

With SOC, only those neighbors reporting the most recent
sequence numbers from the known anchors of destination j
can be considered as next hops (Eq. (1)), and they are ordered
lexicographically based on their distances to destination j and
their identifiers (Eq. (2)). If router i has a finite distance to
destination j, then it can select neighbor k as a next hop to
j if either k is closer to the destination than router i or is at
the same distance to the destination but |k| < |i|. If router i
has no finite distance to destination j, then it can have k as a
next hop to j only if k reports the smallest finite distance to
j among all neighbors, or it has the smallest identifier among
those neighbors reporting the smallest finite distance to j.

For each destination j, router i determines which routers
in N i report valid sequence numbers created by anchors of
the destination, and then determines those routers that can be
next hops (i.e., belong to set Sij) using SOC. If at least one
router in N i is found that satisfies SOC, router i computes
dij = dmin =Min{dijm + lim | m ∈ Sij}, where Sij is the set
of routers in N i that satisfy SOC. Router i then sets aij = aijq
and snij = snijq, where q ∈ Sij , dijq+liq = dmin, and |q| ≤ |m|
for any m ∈ Sij such that dijm + lim = dmin.

Router i schedules an update U ij [ud
i
j = dij , ua

i
j = aij ,

usnij = snij ] to neighbor k if dij <∞ and udijk =∞, so that
neighbor k can satisfy SOC by making i part of Skj . Router
i schedules an update U ij to all its neighbors if it makes any
changes to dij , a

i
j , or snij after an input event. If SOC is not

satisfied at router i after an input event, then router i resets
Sij = ∅; sets udij = dij = ∞, uaij = aij = null, and usnij =
snij = 0; and schedules an update U ij to all its neighbors.

Fig. 1 illustrates how MIDR routes to the nearest replica
of a single destination when three routers (d, o, and u) serve
as the anchors of the destination and each link has unit cost.
It is assumed that all routers have received the most-recent
sequence numbers from the anchors they know (d, o, or u)
for the destination. The first tuple listed next to each node

indicates the shortest distance from the router to the destination
and the anchor with the smallest identifier at that distance.
Updates from each router state only the preferred anchor (e.g.,
the update from node e states d as the anchor and distance
2 to it). Each additional tuple next to a router, if any, states
an alternate anchor for the destination and the distance to it.
The arrowheads in the links between nodes indicate the next-
hop neighbors of nodes, and the arrow to the lexicographically
smallest next hop is shown with the color of the anchor.

As Fig. 1 shows, updates from an anchor propagate only as
long as they provide routers with shorter paths to destinations.
In the example, no routing update about the destination propa-
gates more than four hops, even though the network diameter
is eight. In general, independently of how many anchors exist
in a network for given destination, a router only has as many
active anchors for the destination as it has neighbors, because
each router reports only the best anchor it knows for each
destination. Even in this small network of just 23 routers,
several routers have multiple paths to the destination; all links
can be used to forward data packets; very few routers know
about all the anchors of the destination; and traversing any
possible directed path to the destination in Fig. 1 necessarily
terminates at d, o, or u, without traversing a loop.

Fig. 1: Routing to the nearest instance of a destination

C. Routing to Some or All Instances of a Destination

MIDR supports routing to all or some anchors of the same
destination by first connecting all anchors of a given destina-
tion by means of a Multiple Instance Destination Spanning
Tree (MIDST) for the destination.

To build the MIDST for destination j, routers select the
root anchor of the destination to be that anchor that has the
lexicographically smallest identifier among the anchors from
whom they currently have valid distances to the destination.
Therefore, at each router i, raij = Min{aijk, raijk | k ∈ N i}.
If i 6= raij then the distance from router i to its root anchor
raij is rdij = rdijs + lis, where s 6= i is the next hop to raij . If
i = raij then rdij = 0.

The MIDST is established in a distributed manner using
the distance updates exchanged among routers. The following
Root-Anchor Notification Condition (RNC) is used by router i
to determine the neighbors to which it forwards updates about
its root anchor for destination j when it also knows multiple
other anchors for the same destination. Routing updates are
exchanged only by routers located between the root anchor
and other anchors. Eq. (3) in RNC states that neighbor k has
reported to router i an anchor or root anchor that is different
than the root anchor currently assumed by router i. Eq. (4) in



RNC states that i forwards the update about the root anchor to
k if either i is an anchor and all its neighbors report i as their
chosen anchor, or k is the lexicographically smallest next hop
to an anchor known to router i that is not the root anchor of
destination j.

Root-Anchor Notification Condition (RNC):
Router i sends an update with the tuple [raij , rd

i
j , rsn

i
j] to

each router k ∈ N i − {i} such that
|aijk| > |ra

i
j | ∨ |raijk| > |ra

i
j | (3)

∀v ∈ N i(aijv = i) ∨ ∀v ∈ N i − {k}( aijk 6= aijv ∨ (4)

( dijk + lik < dijv + liv ∨ [ dijk + lik = dijv + liv ∧ |k| < |v| ] ) )

Using RNC, a router sends distance updates about its root
anchor only along the preferred path to each of the other
anchors it knows. Routers that receive updates about the root
anchor send their own updates to their preferred next hops to
each other anchor they know. Distance updates about the root
anchor propagate to all other anchors of the same destination,
and only over the preferred paths between the root anchor and
other anchors. Router i uses the following condition to select
the next hop to raij .

Root-Anchor Ordering Condition (ROC):
Router i can select router k ∈ N i as its next hop to its root
anchor for destination j if the following statements are true:

|raijk| ≤ |ra
i
j | ∧ rsni

jk ≥ rsni
j (5)

∀m ∈ N i ( rdijk + lik ≤ rdijm + lim ) (6)

(rsni
j < rsni

jk) ∨ [ rsni
j = rsni

jk ∧ rdijk < rdij ] (7)

ROC uses the same lexicographic ordering based on se-
quence numbers proposed in several prior routing protocols
based on sequence numbers (e.g., [32]), given that a root
anchor is the intended destination and cannot be replicated in
the network. Eq. (5) states that router k reports as its root
anchor the anchor of destination j known to router i that
has the lexicographically smallest identifier, and an up-to-date
sequence number from such an anchor. Eq. (6) states that router
k must offer the shortest distance to the root anchor, which
may be 0 if i is the root anchor. Eq. (7) orders router i with
its selected next hop to the root anchor based on the distance
to the anchor and the sequence number created by the anchor.

Fig. 2 shows how routing information regarding the root
anchor of a destination is propagated. In the example, router
d has the lexicographically smallest identifier among all the
anchors of the destination. Routers g, c and i know about d and
other anchors with larger identifiers than d, and assume that d
should be the root anchor for the destination. Accordingly, each
of those routers sends an update about d to the best next hop to
each other anchor it knows. For example, g sends an update to
u regarding d being the root anchor of the destination, because
u is its best next hop to u. Similarly, c sends an update to p
and to k regarding d being the root anchor of the destination,
because they are its best next hops to u and o, respectively. A
router that receives an update about d being the root anchor
sends its own update to each best next hop to each other
anchor it knows. This way, updates about d reach the other
two anchors of the destination (o and u).

The dashed blue lines in Fig. 2 indicate the links of
subpaths between anchor o or u and root anchor d. Each of
these subpaths was enabled when routers along the subpath

propagated updates regarding d being the root anchor of
destination j. Compared to Fig. 1, many more routers know
about d than would be the case if routers did not need to
contact all or some destination instances other than the nearest
ones. However, many routers (i.e., m, o, r, s, t, and u) do not
participate in the propagation of updates about d as the root
anchor of destination j, and many (i.e., m, r, s, and t) do
not even receive updates about d being the root anchor of
destination j. This contrasts with the traditional approach to
building shared multicast trees, in which all routers would have
to have a route to d.

Fig. 2: Maintaining routes to root anchor d

Fig. 3: The MIDST of a destination

When destination j needs a MIDST and an anchor p of j
receives updates from any of its neighbors stating that the root
anchor of j is a router q such that |q| < |p|, then anchor p
sends a join request to the neighbor with the lexicographically
smallest identifier among all neighbors reporting the shortest
distance to root anchor q. Each router forwarding the join
request stores an entry for the request for a finite period of
time stating the neighbor from which it was received and a
unique identifier for the request. The join request traverses the
path towards the root anchor q, until it reaches a router x that
is already part of the MIDST for destination j. In turn, that
router sends a join response over the reverse path traversed by
the request. The response makes each relay router processing
the request join the MIDST, until the join response reaches the
anchor that originated the join request.

Fig. 3 shows the resulting MIDST for the destination in
the same example of Fig. 1. Anchors u and o send their join
requests towards d to join the MIDST of the destination.

To forward data packets that must be sent to all instances
of a destination, routers simply forward the packets towards
the nearest anchors of the destination, and the packets are then
broadcast over the MIDST of the destination as soon as they
reach the first routers that are part of the MIDST. The broadcast
mechanism within a MIDST is much the same as in shared-tree



multicast routing protocols; however, we note that no router is
required to know all the anchors of the destination to establish
the MIDST of a destination, and only routers in the shortest
paths between anchors and the root anchor participate in the
signaling needed to build the MIDST.

To send data packets to some of the anchors of a destina-
tion, a router that is not part of the MIDST simply sends the
packets towards the nearest anchor of the destination; the first
router in the MIDST that receives the data packets forwards
them over the MIDST of the destination using an algorithm
aimed at reaching all or some anchors (e.g., [29]).

Specifying when a destination requires the need for a
MIDST can be done in a number of ways. One approach is
for the name or identifier of the destination to denote the need
for a MIDST; this is the equivalent of a multicast address for
the case of traditional routing. An alternative approach is for a
special signaling message to request the creation of a MIDST
for a given destination.

V. MIDR CORRECTNESS

MIDR guarantees that routing-table loops are never
formed, even as the instances of destinations and the network
topology change. Furthermore, routers running MIDR attain
the shortest distances to the nearest instances of each known
destination. The following theorems prove that this is the case.

Theorem 1. No routing-table loops can be formed if routers
use SOC to select their next hops to destinations. �

Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Assume that a
routing loop Lj for destination j consisting of h hops is created
at time tL when the routers in the vertex set of Lj change
successors according to SOC. Let Lj = (n1, n2, ..., nh), with
ni+1 ∈ Sni

j for 1 ≤ i ≤ h− 1 and n1 ∈ Snh
j .

According to SOC, each hop ni ∈ Lj (1 ≤ i ≤ h) can
select its next hops (i.e., Sni

j ) in only two ways, depending on
whether or not dni

j < ∞ when ni ∈ Lj selects its next hops
before or at time tL when Lj is formed.

Assume that there is a subset of hops Ij ⊂ Lj such that
dnm
j = ∞ when nm joins Lj by adding nm+1 to Snm

j for
each nm ∈ Ij . By assumption, router nm uses Eq. (2) in
SOC; therefore, dnm

jnm+1
<∞ and router nm+1 must report to

nm either an anchor that router nm did not know before, or
a more recent sequence number created by an anchor known
to nm before the update from nm+1. Furthermore, for all q ∈
Nnm , it must be true that dnm

jq > dnm
jnm+1

or dnm
jq = dnm

jnm+1

and |nm| < |q|. Therefore, the following relation must hold
between dnm

jnm+1
and dnm

jnm−1
for any nm ∈ Ij :

dnm
jnm−1

> dnm
jnm+1

(8)

∨ ( dnm
jnm−1

= dnm
jnm+1

∧ |nm−1| > |nm+1| )

Consider a subset of hops {nm, nm+1, ..., nm+c} ∈ Ij that
forms a contiguous chain in Lj , where c ≤ h. It follows from
Eq. (8) that

( dnm
jnm−1

= d
nm+c

jnm+c+1
∧ |nm−1| > |nm+c| ) (9)

∨ ( dnm
jnm−1

> d
nm+c

jnm+c+1
) for h ≥ c ≥ 0.

On the other hand, by assumption, every hop ni ∈ Lj − Ij
must have dni

j <∞ when it uses SOC to select its next hops

and hence join Lj . Therefore, according to SOC, the following
two equations must be satisfied for any ni ∈ Lj − Ij :

dni−1
jni

≥ dni
j (10)

dni
j > dni

jni+1
≥ d

ni+1

j (11)

∨ (dni
j = dni

jni+1
≥ d

ni+1

j ∧ |ni| > |ni+1|).

Consider a subset of hops {nl, nl+1, ..., nl+k} ∈ Lj − Ij
that forms a contiguous chain in Lj , where k ≤ h. It must be
the case that either dnl+i

j > d
nl+i

jnl+i+1
≥ d

nl+i

j for at least one
hop nl+i in the chain, or that dnl+i

j = d
nl+i

jnl+i+1
≥ d

nl+i

j and
|nl+i| > |nl+i+1| for each hop nl+i in the chain. Accordingly,
Eqs. (10) and (11) imply that

( dnl
jnl+1

= d
nl+k

jnl+k+1
∧ |nl| > |nl+k| ) (12)

∨ ( dnl
jnl+1

> d
nl+k

jnl+k+1
) for h ≥ k ≥ 0.

It follows from Eqs. (9) and (12) that using SOC enforces
the same lexicography ordering among the hops of Lj for any
given combination of chains of nodes in Lj that belong to Ij
or Lj − Ij and use SOC to select their next hops when they
join Lj . Accordingly, it must be true that, if at least one hop
in ni ∈ Lj is such that dni

jni+1
> dnk

jnk+1
, where nk ∈ Lj and

k > i, then dnm
jnm+1

> dnm
jnm+1

for any given m ∈ {1, 2, ..., h},
which is a contradiction. On the other hand, if dni

jni+1
= dnk

jnk+1

for any ni and nk in Lj , then |nm| > |nm| for any given
m ∈ {1, 2, ..., h}, which is also a contradiction. Therefore, Lj
cannot be formed when routers use SOC to select their next
hops to destination j.

Assume that MIDR is executed in a connected finite net-
work G, that a router is able to detect within a finite time who
its neighbor routers are, and that any signaling message sent
over a working link between two routers is delivered correctly
within a finite time. Further assume that topological changes
and destination instance changes stop taking place after a given
time tT . The following theorem proves that MIDR attains
shortest paths to the nearest instances of known destinations
within a finite time. To simplify the inductive proof, we assume
that the cost of any operational link is 1; however, the same
basic approach applies to the case of positive link costs [8].

Theorem 2. If MIDR is used in network G, the routes to
destinations converge to the shortest distances to the nearest
anchors of the destinations within a finite time after tT . �

Proof: Without loss of generality, we focus on a specific
destination j. The proof is by simple induction on the number
of hops (k) that routers are away from the nearest anchors
of destination j. Let the set of anchors in the network for
destination j be A = {α1, α2, ..., αr}, where r is smaller than
or equal to the number of routers in the network.

Basis case: For k = 1, consider an arbitrary neighbor of a
given anchor αi of destination j, with 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Given that
the signaling between neighbors is reliable and no links fail
after time tT , router n1 must receive an update Uαi

j from αi
stating dαi

j = 0, aαi
j = αi, and snαi

j = s(αi) (the most recent
sequence number created by αi) within a finite time after tT ;
and it must update dn1

jαi
= 0, an1

jαi
= αi, and snn1

jαi
= s(αi).

Because dn1
jαi

= 0 and snn1
jαi

= s(αi) always satisfy SOC
at router n1 for destination j, it must be the case that αi ∈ Sn1

j .



Furthermore, any other next hop in Sn1
j must also be an anchor,

because the smallest link cost between neighbors equals 1 and
hence the smallest value of dn1

j equals 1. Router n1 must set
dn1
j = 1 and send and update stating that distance, together

with the identifier of that anchor and the sequence number it
created, after a finite time t1 > tT . Therefore, the theorem is
true for the basis case.

Inductive step: Assume that the theorem is true for any
router nk that is k hops away from its nearest anchors of
destination j. It must be true that dnk

j = k after a finite time
tk > t1. By assumption, the signaling between neighbors is
reliable and no links fail after time tT < tk; therefore, each
neighbor of nk must receive updates from nk stating dnk

j , ank
j ,

and snnk
j a finite time after tk. Accordingly, each neighbor p

of nk must update dpjnk
= k, apjnk

= ank
j , and snpjnk

= snnk
j

a finite time after tk.

Let router q ∈ Nnk be such that it is more than k hops
away from any anchor of destination j. Because dnk

j = k is the
shortest distance from nk to destination j after time tk, router
q cannot have any neighbor reporting a distance to j smaller
than k after time tk. Therefore, dqjnk

must satisfy SOC within
a finite time after tk and router q must make nk a next hop to
destination j a finite time after tk. Furthermore, any neighbor
of q in Sqj must have reported a distance of k hops to j.
Router q selects the anchor in Sqj with the smallest identifier,
and sends an update within a finite time tk+1 > tk stating
dqj = k + 1, together with the identifier of its chosen nearest
anchor and the most recent sequence number created by that
anchor. Therefore, router q and hence any router k + 1 hops
away from the nearest anchors of destination j must attain a
shortest distance of k+1 hops to destination j within a finite
time, and the theorem is true.

The following theorems address the correctness of MIDR
for routing to multiple sites announcing a destination. Theorem
3 shows that routes to root anchors are loop-free. Using the
same assumptions introduced for the proof of Theorem 2,
Theorems 4 and 5 show that MIDR builds a MIDST for a
destination that requires it.

Theorem 3. No routing-table loops can be formed if ROC is
used to select next hops to the root anchors of destinations. �

Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Assume that a
routing loop Lr for root anchor r consisting of h hops is
created when nodes in Lr change successors according to
ROC. Let Lr = (n1, n2, ..., nh), with ni+1 being the next
hop of ni for 1 ≤ i ≤ h− 1 and n1 being the next hop of nh.

According to ROC, it must be true that rsnni
r ≤ rsn

ni+1
r

for 1 ≤ i ≤ h− 1 and rsnnh
r ≤ rsnn1

r for each hop ni ∈ Lr
(1 ≤ i ≤ h). This result implies that rsnni

r = rsn
ni+1
r for

1 ≤ i ≤ h−1 and rsnnh
r = rsnn1

r . Because of ROC, it follows
from this result that rdni

r < rd
ni+1
r for 1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1 and

rdnh
r < rdn1

r , which implies that rdni
r < rdni

r for 1 ≤ i ≤ h.
This is a contradiction and hence the theorem is true.

Theorem 4. If MIDR is used in network G, each anchor of
destination j attains a shortest distance to the root anchor of
the same destination within a finite time after tT . �

Proof: It follows from Theorem 2 that all routers must
have a route to their nearest instances of destination j after a

finite time tR ≥ tT . Let r be the root anchor of destination
j, then |r| < |u| for any router u 6= r that is an anchor of
destination j. Let A be the set of anchors of destination j
other than r, and let a ∈ A be such that shortest physical
paths between a and r in G do not include any other anchor.
The length of any such path Par must be odd or even.

Assume that |Par| = 2h, where h is an integer. Because
MIDR converges to correct routing information for the nearest
anchors, there is a router m ∈ Par with dmj = rdmj = h,
amj = ramj = r, and two neighbors n1 and n2 in Nm ∩ Par.
Let |Pn2r| = |Pmr|+1, then |Pan2 | = h− 1 hops. Given that
Pan2 ⊂ Par, any nearest anchor to n2 must be h − 1 hops
away. Without loss of generality, let an2

j = a. According to
SOC, n2 must report dn2

j = h− 1 and an2
j = a to m. Without

loss of generality, assume that |n2| ≤ |v| with v ∈ Nm, dmjv =
h − 1 and amjv = a. According to RNC, given that a 6= r
and Pam ⊂ Par is a shortest path, router m must send an
update stating ramj = r and rdmj = h to neighbor n2. Using
a similar argument, it can be shown that n2 and every router
in the subpath from n2 to a in Par must send an update with
its own distance to r to the next hop in Par towards a. Hence,
given that Par is a shortest path, it must be true that a obtains
a shortest distance to r in a finite time if |Par| is even.

Assume that |Par| = 2h+ 1. There must be a router n1 ∈
Par with dn1

j = h and an1
j = r and a router n2 ∈ Nn1 ∩

Par with dn2
j = h and an2

j = a. According to SOC, they
inform each other of their distances and anchors for j. Using
an argument similar to the one above, it can be shown that,
because of RNC, router n1 must inform n2 of its distance to r,
and every router between n2 and a in Par must send an update
with its own distance to r to the next hop in Par towards a.
Therefore, anchor a must have a shortest distance to r in a
finite time if |Par| is odd. It then follows that a ∈ A must
attain a shortest distance to r in a finite time.

Consider now an anchor b ∈ A such that a physical shortest
path Pbr between b and r includes a sequence of k ≥ 1
other anchors (a1, a2, ..., ak), with a1 being the closest to r.
It follows from the previous argument that a1 must attain a
shortest route to r. By induction on k, it also follows that
ak must also attain a shortest distance to r in a finite time.
Accordingly, it follows from the argument made for anchor a
that anchor b must obtain a shortest distance to r in a finite
time. Therefore, the theorem is true.

Theorem 5. If MIDR is used in network G, a MIDST of desti-
nation j is established that includes all anchors of destination
j within a finite time. �

Proof: If follows from Theorem 4 that every anchor other
than r must have at least one next hop to r. To join the MIDST,
each anchor a 6= r sends a join request along its smallest next
hop to r. Because routes to r are loop free (Theorem 3), the
join request must reach either r or a router in the MIDST,
which in turn sends a response that makes the routers in the
path to a join the MIDST. Therefore, the theorem is true.

VI. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

We compare the performance of MIDR with approaches
that require routing information for all instances of each
destination. Given that our comparison must apply to any



protocol based on a given approach, we focus on the commu-
nication and time complexities of the approaches. Assuming
that all transmissions over any given link are successful, the
communication complexity (CC) of a routing algorithm is the
number of messages that must be transmitted for each router to
have correct routing information about all the destinations. The
time complexity (TC) of a routing algorithm is the maximum
time needed for all routers to have correct routing information
for all destinations.

The number of routers in the network is denoted by N
and E denotes the number of network links. The number
of different multi-instantiated destinations available in the
network is denoted by D, the average number of instances
of the same destination is denoted by R, the average number
of neighbors per router is l, and the network diameter is d.

We assume a network without hierarchical routing, and
that a separate control message is sent for any given link-state
advertisement (LSA) or distance update. In practice, multiple
LSAs and distance updates can be aggregated to conserve
bandwidth. However, given that the maximum size of a control
message is a constant value independent of the growth of N
or D, this aggregation does not change the order size of the
overhead incurred by the routing protocols. We consider three
approaches for routing to multi-instantiated destinations based
on complete information about destination instances.

Link-State Routing (LSR): In this approach, routers send to
each other all the information about the network topology and
the location of every instance of each destination. A router
must transmit an LSA for each adjacent link and each local
destination instance, and each LSA must be sent to all the
other routers in the network, which may require transmuting
the same LSA over E links. Given that a router can be a
maximum of d hops from the source of a given LSA, the time
and communication complexities of LSR are: TCLSR = O(d);
CCLSR = O(RDE + lNE).

Loop-free Distance-Vector Routing (LDVR): In this ap-
proach routers maintain loop-free distances to all network
nodes and also the location of every destination instance.
The traditional distance-vector routing (DVR) approach subject
to looping problems (e.g., RIP) cannot be used for routing
to multi-instantiated destinations. DVR signaling can traverse
long paths and “counting to infinity” can occur, this approach
is known to have O(N) time complexity and O(N2) commu-
nication complexity [24].

By contrast, in a loop-free distance-vector algorithm
(LDVR), routing updates regarding a destination would take a
time proportional to the network diameter to reach all routers,
similar to the LSR case [54]. Each router must send a distance
update for each local destination instance and for each node to
which destination instances are attached. Hence, the time and
communication complexities of LDVR are: TCLDV R = O(d);
CCLDV R = O(RDE +NE).

Distributed Hash Table (DHT): In this approach, all net-
work routers participate in the DHT and routers must maintain
the mapping between a destination name or identifier or a
destination instance and the node in the DHT representing
the destination or an instance of it. The DHT approach that
incurs the least amount of overhead is a virtual DHT with
one-hop routing [21], such that routers run the DHT locally

and maintain routes to all routers in the network. The commu-
nication complexity associated with publishing a destination
in the DHT and associating R sites with the destination (to
support routing to any or all copies of the destination) is
O(RdD) assuming no loops. The communication complex-
ity of maintaining routes to all routers that form the DHT
is the same as in the LSR approach, given that link-state
routing is typically used. Hence, assuming the fastest possible
propagation of routes to all routers, the time and communi-
cation complexities of this approach equal: TCDHT = O(d);
CCDHT = O(RDd+ lNE).

Multiple Instance Destination Routing (MIDR): Indepen-
dently of the number of instances for a given destination,
the information a router communicates for a given destination
in MIDR is only its distance to the nearest anchor of the
destination, plus the anchor identifier and the latest sequence
number created by that anchor.

Given that MIDR does not incur any routing-table loops,
any routing information propagates as fast as the shortest path
between its origin and the recipient. However, in contrast
to routing schemes that require routing updates for each
destination instance, as the number of instances of a destination
increases, the distance from a router to the nearest replica
of the destination (x) decreases, and x ≤ d. In addition, the
number of messages required for all routers to have a correct
distance to the nearest instance of a given destination is always
O(E), regardless of the number of instances of the destination,
because each router simply communicates to each of its
neighbors its distance to the nearest instance of a destination
and hence updates about a single instance per destination
traverse each network link. Given that there are D destinations
in the network, the time and communication complexities of
MIDR are: TCMIDR = O(x); CCMIDR = O(DE).
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Fig. 4: Signaling overhead as a function of D and R

The performance benefits attained with the proposed frame-
work for routing to multi-instantiated destinations are clear
from the results we have stated. As the number of destinations
and their instantiations become much larger than the number of
nodes, any protocol that requires knowledge of all instances of
destinations for correct routing requires order O(RDE) (e.g.,
LSR) or O(RDd) (e.g., DHT) messages and O(d) steps to



converge. By contrast, MIDR requires order O(DE) messages
and O(x) steps (where x ≤ d) to converge.

Fig. 4 illustrates the signaling overhead of LSR, DHT and
MIDR. LDVR is not shown, given that it is very much the same
as LSR for large values of D and R. To focus on the effect of
D and R, we set N = 1000, and assume that l and d are of
order log(N), which makes E order Nlog(N). It is clear that
MIDR is always orders of magnitude more efficient than LSR.
MIDR is more efficient than all the other approaches when
either: (a) the number of destinations is of order O(N), which
is the case for IP routing; or (b) the number of destinations
is much larger than O(N) and destinations are instantiated
opportunistically in the network, which is the intended effect in
all ICN architectures. As the number of destinations becomes
far larger than the number of network nodes and destination
instances proliferate, the signaling overhead of MIDR and an
ideal DHT approach become the same.

VII. APPLICATIONS

Changing the routing protocols for the Internet and ICNs
to operate based on algorithms designed for multi-instantiated
destinations opens up a vast number of opportunities.

A. Autonomic IP Multicasting

Applying MIDR to IP multicast routing is simple. A
multicast group denoted by an IP multicast address is a
multi-instantiated destination. No changes are needed in the
operation of end systems (hosts) or IGMP. A router that learns
about the existence of local receivers of a multicast group
through IGMP becomes an anchor of the group and starts
advertising a 0 distance to the corresponding IP multicast
address. A root anchor is elected among all the anchors of
the group, and all routers know about the root anchor of a
multicast group by using ROC and RNC.

Arguably, the key benefit of MIDR compared to the tradi-
tional approaches for IP multicast routing is that it enables
autonomic IP multicast routing, in that the construction of
multicast routing trees within an autonomous system does not
need to pre-define which routers should serve as cores or
rendezvous points of multicast groups, and still avoid the need
to flood and prune.

In terms of performance, the failure of a router serving
as the core of multiple multicast groups constitutes a major
disruption if a receiver-initiated multicast routing protocol is
used. An alternate core (or rendezvous point) must be pre-
assigned or configured, the entire network must be informed
of a new core for each multicast group affected, and then the
entire multicast tree must be rebuilt for each group affected
by the failure. By contrast, a network running MIDR would
automatically reconfigure the MIDSTs of the multicast groups
affected when anchors stop receiving periodic updates from the
root anchor of a multicast group. Each anchor simply applies
ROC using a new perceived root anchor and applies RNC to
send its updates. As a result, the MIDST of a multicast group
may change without the need for external re-configuration.
Consider the example shown in Fig. 3, and assume that the
multi-instantiated destination represents a multicast group. If
anchor d were to fail after the MIDST has been established,
then u and o would attempt to become root anchors, because

they do not know about the existence of one another. However,
according to RNC, routing updates stating o as the root anchor
of the multicast group must reach anchor u in a finite time.
Thus, anchor u can send a join request towards anchor o to
establish the new MIDST consisting of the path (o, l, p, u).

B. More Efficient and Flexible IP Routing and Anycasting

MIDR constitutes the basis for routing within autonomous
systems capable of converging as fast as a link-state routing
protocol, but incurring fast less signaling overhead. In addition,
MIDR supports multi-path Internet routing in which the multi-
paths to destinations need not be equal-cost multi-paths, which
cannot be attained using any existing intra-domain Internet
routing protocol (RIPv2, EIGRP, and OSPF [35]).

With traditional routing to single-instance destinations, a
network assigned a given IP address range cannot be physically
partitioned, because permanent routing-table loops can occur.
By contrast, MIDR allows the same IP address range to be used
by multiple physical networks without causing any routing
problems. Allowing an IP address or identifier to be multi-
homed (i.e., with physical network components or hosts using
the same IP address not being connected directly) opens up
many new possibilities for hierarchical routing and anycast
routing.

MIDR applies equally well when many contiguous routers
“speak for” the same identifier or address range. For example,
assume that each of the nodes u, o, and d in Fig. 1 are in
fact many routers forming a connected network component.
Furthermore, MIDR can be used to extend the basic ideas of
clusters, which were introduced by Kleinrock and Kamoun
[26], and landmarks, which were proposed by Tsuchiya [49].
In essence, a set of clusters or landmarks can share the
same identifier, and the rest of the network establishes routing
entries to the nearest instances of clusters or landmarks in
the set; MIDSTs are then established to connect all clusters
or landmarks belonging to the same set (i.e., sharing the
same identifier). The approach can be applied recursively using
multiple levels of clusters or landmarks, and can be based on
distances to identifiers or other information (e.g., [7]).

In contrast to all prior algorithms for single-path and
multipath routing, MIDR supports loop-free anycasting, be-
cause it is inherent in the computation of loop-free multipaths
to destinations. Within small networks, MIDR can support
routing to “logical addresses” [33] assigned to sites providing
well-known services (e.g., directory services, local printers) or
nodes connecting to things of a given class.

Given that MIDR supports routing to different connected
components of a network sharing the same identifier, MIDR
can support Internet anycasting within an autonomous system
(AS) correctly. Furthermore, if information must be shared
among two or more network components sharing the same IP
address range, or if a specific physical network in the address
range must be contacted, then a MIDST can be established to
connect all components with the same IP address range.

The scaling problem of Internet anycasting (i.e., having to
advertise too many logical addresses across the Internet) can
be addressed with MIDR through hierarchical address assign-
ments to anycast groups and the recursive use of MIDSTs.



Anycast groups can be part of IP address ranges associated
with Internet anycasting in the same AS, and MIDSTs can
be established for them. A request for a specific anycast group
whose address is in a given address range can be routed to and
over the corresponding MIDST, until it reaches a network that
has members in the target anycast group. The request can then
be routed within that network either over a MIDST defined
for a more specific address range, or directly to the nearest
anchor of the target anycast group address. Anycasting across
autonomous systems involves policy-based routing and is the
subject of future work; however, it can also be addressed using
routing to multi-instantiated destinations in the context of BGP
or alternative routing protocols.

C. Efficient Name-Based Content Routing

ICN architectures (e.g., [12], [15], [23], [39], [45]) rely
on the control plane to provide multiple routes to the same
named data object (NDO). In this regard, the results in Section
VI indicate that MIDR constitutes a promising approach for
the design of name-based content routing protocols. MIDR is
orders of magnitude more efficient than current approaches
being used for name-based content routing (e.g., NLSR [31]
in NDN [39]) as the number of destinations D (NDOs) and
the destination instances R (replicas of NDOs) increase.

In addition, MIDR has a major positive impact in the data
plane of an ICN. For example, the NDN project [31], [53] has
argued that loop freedom in the control plane is not needed for
Interests (content requests) to be forwarded in an ICN, because
Interests that carry a content name and a nonce created by
the origin of the Interest cannot loop (e.g., see [53], Section
2). We illustrate below that loop-free multipath routing in the
control plane is far more desirable than routing approaches
(e.g., NLSR) that do not enforce loop-free paths in an ICN
operating with a data plane similar to that of NDN and such
that: (a) an Interest is identified simply by the name of the
content being requested and a nonce; and (b) forwarding of
Interests is done on a hop-by-hop basis using that information.

The name and nonce carried in an Interest can be used to
detect a loop with some probability after the Interest traverses
a loop and reaches a router that has recorded the same name
and nonce of the Interest in its PIT (Pending Interest Table).
Interest loop-detection is not certain in NDN, because nonces
are not guaranteed to be unique.

Fig. 5: Effect of multipaths in FIBs on Interest looping

Fig. 5 shows the multipath routing induced by MIDR
and NLSR in a seven-node network in which NDO j is
announced only by router d, and all links have unit cost.
The thickness of a link indicates how congested it is, with
thiner lines indicating more congestion. The arrowheads in
the figure show the direction in which Interests can propagate
over links. Fig. 5(a) shows the multipaths built in the FIBs
(Forwarding Information Base) when MIDR is used, which

are loop-free because routers coordinate the updates they make
to their routing tables using SOC, and FIBs are derived from
such routing tables. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the multipaths in the
FIBs when NLSR is used, which are not loop-free, because
routers compute multiple paths to an NDO independently of
other routers. Using the information about the topology and the
locations of NDOs, each router running NLSR first computes
a shortest path to an NDO, deletes the adjacent link belonging
to that path and computes a new path; the process continues
until the router has considered all its adjacent links.

Let router s issue an Interest for NDO j. With MIDR,
the Interest is bound to reach router d, independently of the
Interest forwarding strategy used in the data plane. By contrast,
the Interest issued by s may traverse a loop when NLSR
is used, depending on the data-plane state, which Fig. 5(c)
illustrates with red dashed lines. According to the Interest
forwarding strategy in NDN [39], [53], for a given set of
possible interfaces listed in the FIB, a router (e.g., u and a) can
forward an Interest over one of those interfaces based on their
perceived performance. Furthermore, router u must discard the
Interest when it loops and u receives it from neighbor a.

Interest forwarding strategies can be designed to cope with
Interest-looping problems resulting from inconsistent loop-
prone routes due to network dynamics, or the interaction of
forwarding strategies with stable FIBs that need not correspond
to loop-free routes (as Fig. 5(c) illustrates). Examples include
asking a router that detects a loop to reroute the Interest over
alternate paths (e.g., u reroutes the Interest for j to r), sending
a negative acknowledgment to the source (e.g., u tells s to try
again), forwarding an Interest over all possible paths, having
the Interest list the path it has traversed, or keeping state about
paths traversed for each Interest. However, such approaches
may not work and complicate the interaction between data
and control planes. Rerouting of Interests without loop-free
routing in the control plane need not be successful and takes
order O(N) to deliver an Interest because of backtracking due
to looping [2]. On the other hand, flooding of Interests induces
communication overhead larger than O(EC).

Furthermore, if routing-table loops are allowed in the
control plane, then Interest entries must be stored in the PITs
for time durations of order O(N) to ensure that no Interest
that loops can be recirculated in the same loop. By contrast,
with loop-free routing in the control plane, such time durations
need only be of order O(d).

VIII. CONCLUSION

Multi-Instantiated Destination Routing (MIDR) was intro-
duced as an example of routing to destinations that can be arbi-
trarily multi-instantiated in a network. MIDR provides multiple
loop-free paths to the nearest instances of destinations, as
well as to some or all destination instances, based solely
on distances to destinations. It does not require replicating
information about the physical topology of the network or the
location of instances of the same destination, or exchanging
path information to destination instances.

MIDR was shown to be loop-free at every instant, to
converge to the shortest paths to the closets instances of
destinations, and to build the MIDST (Multiple Instance
Destination Spanning Tree) of a destination when needed.



MIDR was shown to have smaller time and communication
complexity than traditional routing approaches applied to
multi-instantiated destinations, such as routing based on link
states, DHTs, or traditional loop-free distance-vector routing.
We argued that much better performance, functionality and
simplicity can be attained for IP routing, IP multicasting,
and name-based content routing by adopting multi-instantiated
destination routing.

The results we have presented are just a beginning, but
open up many avenues for future research on routing to multi-
instantiated destinations for the Internet and ICNs. Protocols
are needed to address specific applications (e.g., [19]), and
different techniques can be used to establish lexicographic
orderings. Lastly, the proposed approach should be extended to
address policy-based routing to multi-instantiated destinations.
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